
UBAI MILE’s victory in the

British Stallion Studs EBF

Restricted Novice Stakes at

Kempton on August 24 was notable for

being Mark Johnston’s 5,000th winner in

Britain. This is an outstanding

achievement, especially considering the

proportion of the stable’s horses over the

years that have been auction purchases

who represented tremendous value for their

owners.

This latter consideration made Dubai

Mile a particularly suitable horse to reach

the milestone. For the son of Roaring Lion

was purchased for just €20,000 by Johnston

Racing at the Goffs Orby Sale, despite

having a pedigree which offers at least as

good a chance of reaching a significant

rating as any horse sold for that sum last

year. 

Once a horse’s rating exceeds 90 it may

compete in races which are exponentially

more valuable than those confined to lesser

horses. Assessing this probability from a

pedigree accurately is one way to achieve

value in the sales ring.

The table on the right shows that Beach

Bunny has produced four horses with a

rating greater than 100. And

her four other foals named here

as runners, apart from Dubai

Mile, have all been winners.

This would have been obvious

to other potential purchasers of

Dubai Mile. What is needed to

consistently get value is the

skill and understanding

inherent in the approach Mark

and Charlie use at the sales. 

In economic parlance, a

value buyer needs to be able to

discount factors on which the

market places a higher

premium. Some of these facets

of a young horse are hard to

discern for the lay person,

particularly if you did not see

Dubai Mile at the time of his

purchase, and inferring them is

speculative other than to say it

is likely they are associated

with appearance in general. 

Even people who have been buying

horses all their life tend to make post-truth

statements about what factors in a yearling

are correlated with success on the track.

Pedigrees are the factual part of the

evidence, but even they tend to be read in a

way which has more in common with the

lustre of an object than the probability that

it will serve purpose. 

As Beach Bunny’s record seems to

demonstrate in the fact that her youngest

racehorse is already well on the way to a
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Dubai Mile could be more than

figure of 100+, past production which is

repeatedly good, rather than sporadically

outstanding, offers a higher guarantee of

future success. This is true in sport way

beyond the sales ring and the racecourse.

UT the question is this for a value

shopper at the sales in 2022: as the

appeal of British and Irish-produced

bloodstock has gradually increased over the

years, is it harder to buy horses on a budget

which has rational limits? There are very
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Dubai Mile wins at Kempton under Daniel Muscutt
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smart owners associated with Kingsley Park

for whom Mark and Charlie have done a

tremendous job, but even they know that the

purchase of racehorses on average is

associated with a negative expected value, if

that horse competes locally for prize-money. 

But this much is true. While Mark and

Charlie let their horses do the talking, 5,000

winners shouts that an owner has a much

better chance if the purchaser is focussed on

value – and, crucially, the purchaser is the

one who goes on to train the horse.

The 2022 crop of juveniles 
continues to thrive

UBAI MILE’s victory was the

40th by a juvenile in this first

season when Mark is officially

joint trainer with son Charlie. They have

come at a strike rate better than 22%. In the

final five seasons from 2017 – 2021 when

Mark was sole licence holder at Kingsley

Park, the stable sent out 81, 84, 93, 63 and

49 juvenile winners. The table (above, right)

shows these statistics in fuller detail.

The stable does not have the same

number of juveniles to campaign in 2022, so

will not reach the lofty heights numerically

of its record-breaking 2019, but there

continues to be an upswing in quality.

Lakota Sioux, Dance In The Grass,

Killybegs Warrior, Dear My Friend,

Crackovia, Lion Of War, Ferrari Queen,

Finn’s Charm, Urban Sprawl and True

Statesman are the best of them so far. So,

where will Dubai Mile fit in?

Assessing Dubai Mile’s win

HERE ARE two main data points

that I want to know about a race:

the final time and the closing split.

The latter can either be measured over two

furlongs, three furlongs or four furlongs

depending on the length of the race and the

layout of the course. 

Ideally, you want to compare the finishing

speed of races at a meeting from the point

where horses tend to be asked for their effort.

At Kempton, the most obvious split is the

last three furlongs, which starts just before

the turn for home and has the benefit of

being accessible to measurement from

video.

Making all the running in the one-mile

race, Dubai Mile – who had previously won

a novice at Windsor – finished in 1min

42.35sec (102.35 sec) while running the last

three furlongs according to the on-screen

Course Track sectionals in 12.13sec,

12.33sec and 13.09sec, for a total of

37.55sec. For the whole race, Dubai Mile

averaged 102.35÷8 = 12.79sec while for the

final three furlongs he managed 37.55÷3 =

12.52sec. So his finishing split came at

12.79÷12.52 x 100 = 102.2% of race pace –

just over 2% faster. It turns out that this is

close to ideal.

Now, race times are measured from a

standing start which tends to add just over

2.5sec to a split compared to one measured

‘on the fly’ in the middle of the race. So, for

a race run in 102.35sec like Dubai Mile’s on

a perfectly level track at perfectly even pace,

we might expect seven fractions of (102.35

– 2.5)÷8 = 12.48sec after one of 12.48 + 2.5

= 14.98sec. (In the event, the actual first

fraction was measured at 15.21sec but the

Course Track sectionals on screen added up

to 102.62sec which is 0.27sec slower than

the actual time because of unavoidable GPS

error which tends to occur in the first

furlong. Therefore, Dubai Mile’s actual first

furlong was close to the ideal.)

In this perfectly paced race, the last three

furlongs would, in theory, be 12.48 x 3 =

37.44sec, which is a good match for the

actual 37.55sec Dubai Mile clocked.

Allowing for the fact that a horse runs

slower round bends and is asked to

accelerate to win the race, you cannot pace

a horse much better than jockey Daniel

Muscutt that evening.

What the splits say about Dubai Mile

HAT DANIEL judged things so

well on Dubai Mile is both positive

and negative for the colt’s

prospects. On the plus side, the splits show

that here is a colt who has been well

schooled and is amenable to restraint to the

extent that he will run evenly quite naturally.

It is also clear from that 12.13sec split from

the three-pole that he is not devoid of a turn

of foot. And he also stays a mile well. 

Dubai Mile was ridden to win the race,

not to achieve the fastest possible time, but

given that he ran evenly and was allowed to

take the lead comfortably, it is not possible

to infer from his data that he is significantly

faster than the final time. Racing Post

Ratings assessed the form of his win at 89

and Timeform 92, which is about the

equivalent on their wider scale. To reach

Group quality, he will need to show he could

have covered the Kempton mile at least a

second and a half faster. Certainly, he scored

with something in hand, but it is not possible

to say he could have gone so much faster.

LL this suggests that it would be a big

step for Dubai Mile to go big time next

up. Over time, he can get stronger, faster,

groove his stride better and even be more

adrenalised by stronger competition than this

novice restricted to horses sold for £30,000

or less. So, it is likely that Mark and Charlie

will be looking for an intermediate step for

him as they tend to do with improving

horses. He is a lovely prospect, especially

considering his dam was beaten a short-head

in the G1 Pretty Polly Stakes in Ireland as a

four-year-old.

Year Wins Runs % Earnings
2017 81 415 20 £1,188,438
2018 84 461 18 £1,058,357
2019 93 474 20 £1,158,986
2020 63 469 13 £546,542
2021 49 390 13 £632,932
2022* 41 190 22 £443,433

Annual record of Kingsley Park-trained juveniles. * Data to August 25
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